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Several 1980s cartoon t"n:~tntn•~" have been resurrected, and toy companies are
toys like the Care Bears. The
Life section
these toys and some of
dolls, stuffed animals and
figurines.
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Department
phases out
large vans

om Sings
Concert
showcases
amendment

Carrie Pond
Staff Writer
c-pond@thenews.org

The University's transportation
department has made changes to the
policies for IS-passenger vans, complying with guidelines introduced by
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's
Division of Fleet Management.
Dickie Turner, assistant director of
transportation, said he was in agreement with the new guidelines.
He said the University changed the
regulations on all vans, including
those owned by Fleet Management.
Some of the
changes
made
"On the other
include
reduchand, because
ing the number
of the contro- of
passengers
versy that sur- from 11 to 10
rounds IS-pas- people, allowsenger vans, I ing only stuolder
am trying to dents
than
21
to
drive
work those out
the vans and
of the system prohibiting the
at
Murray attachment of
State."
trailers and use
of cell phones
by the driver,
Dickie
he
said.
Thrner
He said new
Assistant Director
of Transportation driver certification rebrulations will increase the passengers'
safety only if those operating the
vans follow the guidelines and the
laws. Extensive background checks
are done on any person applying for
certification to drive University vehiclcs.lfthe person falls into the "highrisk" category, he or she is not
allowed to operate a vehicle owned
by the University.
"Personally, if the vans arc driven
properly by experienced drivers, I
don't think there would be a problem," he said. "On the other hand,
because of all the controversy that
surrounds IS-passenger vans, I am
trying to work those out of the system at Murray State."
Turner wants to see more minibuses introduced to Murray State.
The mini-buses, which hold 14, are
safer because they have more roll
over protection and are dualwheeled, with two tires on each side
of the axle instead of just one like the
vans. However, the mini-buses arc
more expensive than the larger vans.
Dewey Yeatts. associate vice president of facilities management, also
supports the new guidelines.
Yeatts advocates phasing 15-passcnger vans out of the system as well.
He said the University has ordered
three more mini-buses and a Suburban equipped to pull a trailer.
Said Yeatts: "I hope people will be
patient with us during this transition
and just realize that it's for their safety."
For full coverage, visit www. thenews.org.

Melissa IQlcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thent'ws.org

Shonka Dukureh joined
"Freedom Sings" fresh out
of college about two years
ago but did not understand
the importance of the
group's work until later.
"Once 1 came on board, I
realized how they were
using the power of music to
get the importance of the
First Amendment out
there,'' she said. "We're creative beings. and we don't
want to have someone cut
off what we create."
Six members of the rotating group performed in
Lovett Auditorium Monday
night. The First Amendment Center, the Tennessean, the Gannett Foundation and Murray State
sponsored
''Freedom
Sings.''
Dukureh said the show is
an important celebration of
First Amendment freedoms, and music is important because it helped fuel
the women's suffrage and
civil rights movements.
Dukureh said she enjoyed
gauging the audience's
reaction at the end of the
show in comparison to the
beginning.
"No one can really articulate the show to you," she
said. ''It's hard to put into
words because you just
have to experience it."

As Dukureh began to sing
her a capella solo. a rendition of Billie Holiday's
"Strange Fruit." the audience quieted and was silent
until the song's conclusion
when she received a standing ovation for her performance.
Lauren Drake, junior
from Franklin, attended the
performance for extra credit and did not expect anything great from the show.
However, after the performance, all she could say
was, "It was fabulous. All of
it was fabulous.''
Jessica Donaldson, freshman from Mabletown, Ga.,
also enjoyed the performance and liked many of
the songs. She said it was
better than she expected.
"It was really cool and
interesting,"
Donaldson
said. "I just think it's really
important for people here
to think about how censorship really hasn't changed
with generations."
Performers also wanted
everyone to know how
important knowledge of
censorship is.
Don Henry, who plays
guitar and sings for "Freedom Sings," joined the
group when it began in
1999.
Henry said the audience
generally gets more excited
after "Strange Fruit" is performed, and the momentum
continues to build through
the various medleys.
"It's so well scripted and
so well timed that, if you
start to get bored, you just
get snapped out of it immediately," he said.
Because of the artists'
other musical engagements, Henry said the
group rotates a base group
of 15 musicians. Henry said
the show is designed to
benefit everyone and celebrate freedom of speech.
"It's one of the few
opportunities that I have as
a musician to get up and
speak to something that
matters to everybody," he

see PERFORMERS/ 3
Bill Lloyd sings Elvis
Presley•s hit 'Good
Rocldn' Tonight,' which
was banned because of
'suggestive• lyrics, at the
concert Monday night.

Council debates dropping Humanities 212 requirement for B.S. students
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
mcasey@thenews.org

Incoming students may
soon find they need fewer
hours to graduate.
The Academic Cou neil
met Thursday to decide on
a proposal to drop the
Humanities 212 requirement for students working
toward a bachelor's of science degree.
"The purpose is to reduce
the number of university

studies requirements to 120
hours for B.S. students. B.A.
and B.A.B. students would
still have to take 211 and
212," said Staci Stone, assistant professor of English
and philosophy.
Some professors who
teach the class arc not
pleased with the possibility
of the change.
Sarah Aguiar, associate
professor of English and
philosophy, said changing
the requirements would be
a mistake.

"One of the characteristics of a Murray State graduate is to have an understanding (of contemporary
literature) and this is the
only required class that
consciously deals with the
requirement,'' she said.
Aguiar, who teaches a
section of HUM 212, said
she generally gets good
reviews.
"I tend to get good feedback so 1 think students
enjoy the class," she said.
Stone said if the proposal

goes through, the change
would affect the English
and philosophy department.
"If it's approved, there
will be less sections of 212,"
Stone said. "It will still be
on the elective list, but we
won't know what the
demand will be.''
Aguiar said she hopes students will continue to take
the class as an elective.
"If it goes through I hope
B.S. majors will still choose
to take the class," Aguiar
said. "But I'm a teacher. I

can teach something else.''
While professors are
opposed to the change,
some students are in favor
of it becoming an elective.
Kelly Gilliam, junior from
Madisonville, said the class
was of little benefit to him.
"1 think there could be
some changes," he said.
"Not much gets done."
However, Cara Hadley,
junior from Murray, said
the class has helped her in
other classes at Murray
State.

"Even though it seems
like we don't need the material, it teaches you how to
think," Hadley said.
Sarah Aguiar said HUM
212 is a combination of contemporary literature and
social issues.
"Wc consciously bring in
politics, sociology, psychology and arts to show students that subjects they
learn have (practical applications)," she said. "These
subjects shouldn't be taught
in a vacuum.''
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•Police Bectt
from Hutchinson, Kan., was walk-through of the college. '
arrested
for driving under the
12:06 p.m. A caller reported a
influence,
and a citation was '1\tesday, Nov. 9
light-headed student sweating
and feeling like he was going to issued for expired registration. 1:4 7 a.m. A caller from College
pass out The subject refused to 5:12 a.m. A caller from Franklin Courts reported excess noise
be transported by Emergency College reported harassing in an apartment, possibly a
fight. The officer advised there
Medical Services and was communications.
escorted to his residential col- 12:05 p.m. A power failure was no fight just loud bass
occurred campus-wide.. Fire from music. The officer
lege by the officer:
12:12 p.m. A caller reported a Tr?u~le Alarms went off m all advised residents to turn down
Central
Plant . the music.
bicycle hanging from the foot- bulldmgs.
bridge on the five points side. requested an officer check the 12:42 p.m. An individual misFacilities Management was con· status of gcnerato~s; the genera- placed a vehicle on campus.
tors were runmn~.. Central The vehicle was located by
tacted to assist.
parking enforcement in the
4:59 p.m. A caller reported she Plant called an electnc1an.
was threatened by a female sub15th and Olive streets parking
ject and would like an officer to Monday, Nov. 8
lot. The owner returned to the
9:20 a.m. A caller from vehicle.
take a report.
Springer College reported the 6:18 p.m. The residence direcsmell of gas on third floor east. tor from Regents College
Friday, Nov. S
Facilities Management and
1:23 a.m. A caller from Clark Murray Fire Department were reported a plumbing problem
College reported someone tam- contacted to investigate. An in room 701-702.
pered with a donation box in the
crew north of the Wednesday, Nov. 10
lobby. The officer advised noth- asphalt
building was determined as the
ing was taken. pennies were just origin of the odor.
9:50 a.m. An officer served
transferred from one jar to 11:39 a.m. A caller reported an Courtney C. Brame, freshman
another.
accident with injuries. An indi- from Cadiz, a summons for
3:31 p.m. A caller reported an vidual on a scooter was in the leaving the scene of an acciaccident involving a Murray roadway. Murray Police dent.
State Vehicle at 12th and Olive Department and Emergency 6:57 p.m. The residence direc-.
streets without injury.
Medical Services were advised, tor on call advised a resident of
8:44 p.m. Juveniles were and
University
officers Clark College reported to her
reported throwing things from responded. EMS transported resident adviser her roommate
the west side of Roy Stewart the subject. The vehicle was had drugs in their room. No
Stadium. No one was found left on the sidewalk.
drugs were found.
throwing anything from the 5:38 p.m. A caller from Col- 8:13 a.m. A caller reported a
building.
lege Courts reported a fire in vehicle out in the street on Colher kitchen. The fire depart- lege Farm Road. The owner
ment was advised and was on moved the vehicle.

Thursday, Nov. 4

Mich.1cl Mcl.lUrimV I he Nt•ws

Ross Nelson, sophomore from Jacksonville, Fla., improves his balance
by slacldining. Slackllning is a technique similar to tightrope walldng.

otherwise not afford them. The program "Helping for the Holidays," and
students can participate by donating
· The Calloway County Chapter of canned food items. Boxes to collect
the American Red Cross is offering its items are located in the residential
monthly second Saturday Community colleges, in the Curris Center and varFirst Aid & Safety course at 9 a.m. to 4 ious departments across campus.
p.m. Saturday at the Calloway County
Public Library. The course fee is $50, Directing II class to host
which includes all books and materials, and certifications in adult, child 'Life' play next weekend
and infant CPR, as well as First Aid.
The Directing II class will present
Preregistration for this class is "Life with a Twist" at 7 p.m. Nov. 19
required on or before today at the Red and 20 in Wilson 310R. Tickets cost $3.
Cross Office at 607 Poplar St.
For more information contact Rob
For more information call Calloway Blumrick at 519-7694.
County Red Cross Director Holly
Webb at 753-1421.

Red Cross offers training
in CPR, First Aid safety

Groups provide meals
during holiday season
Needline is partnering with the
Murray State American Humanics
program to provide holiday meals for
those in the community who could

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Stephanie Buford. online editor. If
you would like to submit information
for Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

Saturday, Nov. 6

the scene at 5:44. The fire was
at
the stove. Housing advised Motorist assists - 4
non-student from Murray, was
Racer escorts - 10
arrested for fleeing and evad- the fire department to change Arrests- 2
ing, speeding and driving out the stove. A plastic bowl
burned on the eye.
under the influence.
8:45
p.m. A caller from
12:13 p.m. The coaching staff
Alexander
Hall reported severhad a cookout in the mall area
al
vehicles
parked in the lower
next to the Curris Center. ·
lot.
Vehicles
were parked all
4:51 p.m. The Kentucky State
over
the
lot,
most
not in park· Police and Emergency Medical
ing
spaces.
Murray
State parkServices advised the Universiing
citations
were
issued.
ty Police Department that Lifeflight would be landing at 11:03 p.m. Racer Patrol report- Police Beat is compiled by
Stewart Stadium. Lifefligbt was ed an individual at Hart Col- Stephanie Buford, online ed~
lege told him there was a male ror, with materials provided by
clear of the area at 5:47.
subject on the second floor hal- · Public Safety. All dispatched
cony walking around outside calls are not listed. For a comSunday, Nov. 7
the rail. No one was found on plete listing, visit www.the3:12 a.m. Ryan Grothe, junior the balcony. The officer did a news.org.
3:09 a.m. Demetrick Rose,

.tfhe Sisters of ~~ha §amma Ve(ta wou(i.Ufe to invite the jo((owin8.8entfemin to our Crush
Vance. tfhursday, 1fov. 18, By.m. at the Murray Country C(u6. fhe event is semiformaL
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Adam Scott
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Brandon Morris
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·an Edwards

Brian Pack
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• Bryan Waler
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Performers emphasize
dangers of censorship
From Page 1

that's something I talk
about a lot anyway," he
said. "It is to remind people said. "It's important for
it is the basis of our Consti- people to realize how much
tution - the First Amend- it means because, as we
ment - and it's what sets us become more scared, peaapart from other coun- ple become more willing to
tries."
give their freedoms away
Frank Sutherland, former for safety, and that's very
editor for the Tennessean, dangerous."
echoed the performers'
The performers demonsentiments about censor- strated a recent example of
ship and called on the audi- giving up freedom for safeence to celebrate freedom. ty in a medley of songs
He introduced the perfor- Clear Channel banned after
mance and talked about Sept. ll, 2001 Announcer
how music affects every- Gene Policinski said the
one.
songs were banned because
"Music gets more atten- of a belief they might upset
tion from the news media people.
at war time," he said. "It's
Songs by Metallica,Bruce
time for the news media to Springsteen, Elton John,
remedy some of the mis- Sugar Ray, Three Doors
takes we made in the past, Down and R.E.M. are some
but before we can do that, of those banned after Sept.
we need to look at past con- 11.
troversies."
Wooten said he wanted
After Sutherland's intro- to remind everyone how
duction, the performers hard people fought for the
kicked off their 90-minute freedoms that exist in this
presentation with "Wake country and educate them
Up Little Susie." First so they are not willing to
Amendment Center Direc- give them up for anything.
tor Gene Policinski then
"At first glance (the
exp_lained the song's histo- show) does sound boring,
ry of being banned in but for somebody who hasBoston because of sexually n't seen it, I would just tell
suggestive lyrics.
them how entertained
Policinski explained the they'll be to hear all the difhistories of songs and why ferent music,'' he said.
they were banned or cenNear the performance's
sored throughout the per- close, Policinski reminded
formance, but the audience the audience once again
was most amused by the how important freedoms
performance of "Puff the are in his introduction to
Magic Dragon" as a song the patriotic classic "You're
banned because of its sug- a Grand Ole Flag." ·
gestive lyrics about illegal
"This is . a great nation
drugs.
with a grand old flag, but it
Workers
encouraged only stays that way if we
audience participation in say what we b~lievc," he
the• show
by• distril?ut'
n~,. ,said. ,'L'Let'~ p,r,otect the,Eirst
\ ' \
u O 1' •'• "\ J f
I I .J T i .,t,. ~
11 f} u 1 I
1.
shirts, to acuve memqer~ . ,. ~menAQ:lent; .,. 7 ~- ·~ · , , ,
The ,lively P,erfo9lance gf,, Tl}~ flw#.ffiCe t~~ jlfl~ ,
"lmmigrantes" originally. applauded at the end of the
by Buffy Sainte Marie song, but the performance
sparked audience interest, was not over yet. Those in
Ricky Agostinllhe News
and it continued through a attendance were invited to Craig Krampf plays the drums to a song at 'Freedom Sings' Monday night in Lovett Auditorium. Krampf has '
join in singing «This Land played for more than 200 albums, including Kim Came's 'Bette Davis Eyes' and The Motel's 'Only the Lonely.'
medley of rock songs.
Other songs that livened is Your Land" to close the
the audience included program.
"Louie, Louie,'' "This Little
Despite small glitches in
Light of Mine," "With a Lit- the performance, such as
tle Help from my Friends," Drummer Craig Krampf
:.Yellow Submarine,'' and breaking a drumstick dur~Short People."
ing the Sept ll medley, stu. Joseph Wooten, key- dents enjoyed the act.
boardist, performed two
"I thought it was a really
rap songs, and the audience good way of introducing
reacted with laughter to the topic,'' said Faye
songs by Public Enemy and Daigler, freshman from
James · Brown. Wooten Louisville. "I really enjoyed
joined "Freedom Sings'' it because it had so much
almost two years ago.
history, and I really like the
~ "It's about freedom, and music."
l

Ricky Agostin!The News

Shonka Dukureh claps to the beat
of "Yellow Submarine' during the
drug medley.

Andrea Chapman7The News

Joseph Wooten performs a song during the 'Freedom Sings' performance. Wooten plays keyboard in the Steve Miller Band.

Ricky Agostin!The News

Ashley Cleveland performs •Annie Bad a Baby' Mon~Y night for her solo. She has received two Grammy
I\wards for best Gospel Rock album.
I

Andred Chapman/The News

Ricky Agosttn!T/w New!>

Robert Valentine, college head of Elizabeth College, and Eric O'Reilly,
senior from Hardinsburg, enjoy the 'Yellow Submarine' performance.

Don Henry signs autographs for a
fan after the perfonnance.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Eli:t.abeth Caweln
Phone: 762-4•K>8

Should students be
allowed to stage protests
on campus?
"Yes, only if they

ar\! legitimate and
here for a good

cause."
Jody Palmer
snnlor, Paducah

•'Yes, because
college is an
experience where

students are able
to find out about
themselves and, in
doing so. express
their opinions:·
Sarah Schonfeld

Students exercise right to protest

sllllior, Paris, T91ln.

••Yes. bl.!cause
they should be
able to exercise

their First
Amendment
rights."

DAYS PRIOR TO
AS WELL AS
ELECTION DAY

Sacha Hartzell
sophomore, Radcliffe

ITSEift

STUDEN~T·~""sOWII~_.,.!:' ma<te

coULD BE SEEN

"Yes, because
college students
are the future of
the country and
. should have the
. right to voice their
cont.:erns about

GROUPS ALSO
SCREENED
POLITICAL
FILMS.

the present."
Mitch Canter
JUmor, Sedslta

PUBLICLY,
STUDENTS ARE

K:: :!: !: :a.----------1
Andrea Ch.lpm.tn/The News
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"The Murray State Newsft strives to be the
Umvorslty community's source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
lr eo and open forum for expression and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
learning environment for those students interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own edf·
torial and news poltcies.
"Tho Murray State News" Is prepared and
ed1ted by students and is an official publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
"Tile Murray State News• is free. Additional
copies are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson

Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
edito,rial board is comprised of.
all section editors.
"There is a time and place for
everything, children, and it's
called college."
Th~ ~ t~if ~

NOT ONLY

STANDING UP
FOR WHAT
THEY BELIEVE

IN, BUT ALSO
EXERCISING
THEIR FIRST
AMENDMENT
RIGHTS.

ny a Cartoon- eJeriltffirary

school cafeteria worker, it still
illustrates the mood of college
life. Your college years, all four
to seven of them, are meant to
be a time of excitement, change,
learning, growth and experimentation. We step out on our
own and begin developing our
opinions and thoughts on key
issues. For many of us, it is the
first time we stretch our political wings.
We sometimes forget these
freedoms and this opportunity
to make the most of them,' but
recently the campus community was reminded of the wonders of the First Amendment as
students staged protests on
campus.
A newly-formed organization,
the Students for Social Justice,

made its presence known in
front of the Curris Center on
several occasions, holding up
signs and dressed in all black.
They were protesting the w~
in Iraq, the continued presence
of American troops overseas
and honoring those soldiers
who will ~ot return home.. ~l
certainly ma<fe an impact, capturing student and faculty
attention from their well-trafficked spot, as well as coverage
on the front page of The Murray State News.
It matters not whether you
agree with their protests or the
slogans the members painted
on their shirts and poster
boards. What matters is their
passion, their concern and the
exercising of their right to
peaceably assembly. You will
never be more free to express
yourself than you are on a college campus. You can write
what you want in the college
newspaper, say what you want
(to an extent) in the classrooms
and create any religious organization you can dream up and
hold meetings on campus.

It is refreshing to see students
taking advantage of this freedom and these rights and
expressing themselves, standing up for what they believe in
and informing the campus community about issues they feel
are important.
Ad<¥tio~~ pays leadhtg up ~ 'tftreTeCtion two films
were screened by different student organizations. The first
was "Fahrenheit 9/11," by director Michael Moore, and second
was the response to it, "Farenhype 9/11."
Though some questioned the
airing of such partisan films so
close to election day, the groups
can be applauded for taking a
stand on issues and attempting
to get their messages out to fellow students.
Whether you are protesting
war, famine or a lack of a certain food item in Winslow, the
First Amendment gives you the
right to express your displea- ,
sure and to gather and protest.
Fight for what you believe in,
because someone fought and
died for your right to do so.

•Your O pir1ion
Fraternities' charities
suffer under rules
To the Editor:
It is that time of year again
when the brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity begin to
pass out paper sacks throughout
the Murray community in support of our philanthropy, Food
Drive and the needy people who
utilize the local Necdline
Agency.
This event gathers thousands
of pounds of canned foods that
will be dispersed all over the
county for months helping families who cannot afford to purchase these goods on their own.
The reason for this letter is
simply to thank the University
officials for the amount of damage and neglect you have caused
to the Needline Agency and the
families who depend on the
goods and services provided by
this wonderful agency. I am
referring to the amount and
depth of the unnecessary rules
and regulations that have been
lashed upon the fraternal organizations this semester reducing
the level of support and contributions made available through

social functions and events.
Through such events, crucial
amounts of donations are gathered for each fraternity's philanthropy, allowing us to best serve
our organizations and surrounding communities.
Limiting the number of people
allowed into the social events
provided by our organization as
well as creating foolish and outlandish entry regulations does
nothing but defeat the purpose of
our mission, to better serve our
national fraternity, ourselves
and, most importantly, the community of which we are a part.
A University call to action
docs make sense when a specific
situation calls for it but to blanket aU members of the InterFraternity Council with these overprotective and supervisory mandates makes absolutely no sense.
Wkcn the University cracks
the whip on us, they are taking
food, clothing and other support
avenues away from the community which is so greatly dependent on what this University has
to offer to the city of Murray and
Calloway County.
In dosing, I would like to again
send my gratitude to those offi-

cials who have neglected the
needy people of their community
simply to deny the rights of fraternal organizations to have a
few nights of fun in order to suppor t a variety of noteworthy
causes. I ask everyone at Murray
State and the community to help
these people and the Needline
agency this week in donating any
and all amounts of canned goods
or monetary donations in order
to show the University that
despite its negligence, the people
who need the most help will
soon be receiving it.

your day off classes to watch our
game. Thank you to the parents
for your love and support all year
and a special thanks to the Murray State football team for barbecuing and cheering us on.
We made history Nov. 2 for the
women's soccer program, and we
could not have achieved this
without all of you. Your support
has brought us to the final four of
the OVC tournament in Birmingham, Ala.
Check the sports section for
the results of our game vs. Eastem Illinois University.

Patrick Clark
senior
Louisville

Women's Soccer Team
players, coaches and staff

Soccer players give
thanks to supporters
To the Editor:
Thank you for attending our
first round OVC tournament
game on Nov. 2. Despite the rain
and cold wind, we had many parents, students, teachers, Murray
State athletes and other fans
there to support us.
Thank you to the teachers and
students for taking time during
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Electoral college ·merits outweigh flaws
In My
Opinion
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From our great country's
beginning, presidents have
been elected by an Electoral
College.
Although the original
model was amended to
accommodate a political
party system, today's electoral college system is much
the same as that envisioned
by
the
constitutional
framers.
Despite more than two
centuries of successful use,
some Americans favor abolishing or reorganizing the
Electoral College. Interestingly, although editorials
and opinion pieces often
call for the abolition of the
Electoral College, few professional political scientists
agree.
The political process is
extremely complex; consequently, there are multiple
areas to consider when analyzing the Electoral College.
Most obviously, the Electoral College functions as a
reliable method of presidential
selection.
It

reduces the tangibility of
Much of our presidential the
Electoral
College.
significant voter fraud and campaign process also . While critics of the Elecbolsters the winner's mar- revolves around the Elec- toral College complain
gin of victory, thereby toral College. Individual about this po~sibility, it has
strengthening his legitima- states benefit from the Elec- actually occurred only three
cy (former President Clin- toral College. The biggest times: 1876, 1888 and 2000.
ton, for example, although states, such as California,
While part of the initial
elected by only 8 percent of benefit from their huge vot- reasoning behind the Electhe popular vote, was elect- ing blocs, while the smallest toral College did include
ed by a 70+ percent land- states, such as New Hamp- concerns that average citislide in the Electoral Col- shire. enjoy increased vot- zens could not cast intellilege). ·
ing power and benefits from gent votes, that was certainIn addition, in recent his- presidential
nomination ly not the only rationale
tory the Electoral College campaigns.
behind the implementation
has always successfully desThe Electoral College also of the Electoral College.
ignated a President. Even acts as a safeguard to ensure Despite criticisms, the Elecin 2000, when Florida's the interests of a large state toral College provides many
election was highly contest- do not intrude on those of a benefits and safeguards to
'
ed, the Electoral College smaller state. States' elec- the individual states.
was able to declare a win- toral votes equal their repMost importantly, the
ner. In contrast, research resentation in congress Electoral College ensures
shows that from the 1960s (Washington, D.C. receives that president elections are
to the present, no presiden- 3
votes).
Therefore. clearly determined, while
tial election could not have because each state has equal limiting possibility of largebeen accur~tely determined representation in the sen- scale fraud.
under a modified (propor- ate, smaller states have an
tional or district) Electoral advantage in the electoral
College.
Moreover, a system that is unavailable
direct vote would have through a popular vote. Rob Whitfield is a junior
actually changed the out- This allows the possibility political science/philosophy
come of the 2000 presiden- that a candidate could win double major from Paris,
tial election.
the popular vote, but lose in 'J'enn.
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THE POWER GOES OUT SO
OFTEN AROUND HERE, IT IS
LIKE A STROBE EFFECT.

~ Message
In My
Opinion

.,

Vanessa
Childer s
" SOME

-,

PliOPLE
JUST
DON'T

GET IT."

of 'Freedom Sings' rings loud and clear

Some people just don't
get it.
I don't know how many
of you went to the "Freedom Sings" concert Monday night at Lovett Auditorium, but I must have asked
everyone I know to go to
the concert. I knew if they
all enjoyed the performance Monday as much as
I did when I first saw it Friday in Nashville, it would
be worth their while.
Since the concert, all the
people I asked to go have
come up to me to te11 me
how much they enjoyed it.
Even people I don't know
have told me how wonderful "Freedom Sings" is.
That is, everyone except
two people.
One of two went into the
concert saying he wouldn't
enjoy the concert, and he
didn't. I can't be mad at him
for it. Those types of music
arc not his thing - period.
The other person, whom

I don't know. just walked
up to me Tuesday night
when I was walking to my
residential college from
work and said, ..Hey, I just
wanted to tell you that that
'Freedom Sings" concert
thing sucked."
Needless to say, given the
vast amount of praise 1 had
heard about the concert, I
was. one, mad, and, two,
interested. I asked him
why, and he couldn't give
me a reason, he just said,
again, "It sucked ."
I found that ironic in a
way because there he was
saying a concert, w hich
advocated his very right to
walk up to a complete
stranger and voice his a
opinion, no matter how offbase. "sucked."
At the concert, a group of
six musicians sat o n the
stage of Lovett and sang
songs and medleys that
highlighted
t he
First
Amendment and the impor-

Accuracy lacking
in staff groups
Why is there a faculty
senate and a staff congress?
Should there not be a staff
house of representatives to
complement the faculty
senate? T hen, collectively,
would they not be the con·
gress?

Straight
from
t he
horse's
n1ou th... T-shirt spin-offs

teach geography
Running away with the
spark of brilliance t hat
brought us the T·shirt slo-

tance of the five freedoms to pluck,
For the rain to gather, for
guaranteed to Americans in
it.
the wind to suck,
For the sun to rot, for the
If someone could sit
through Shonl<a Dukureh's trees to drop,
"Strange Fruit." which BilHere is a strange and bitlie
Holiday originally ter c rop."
recorded, and not think
I have heard Shonka sing
about the injustices our that twice, and I got tears in
freedoms and fellow Amer· my eyes both times. It is the
icans have faced through- most emotional song in the
out history, there is some- concert, save perhaps
..Ohio."
thing wrong:
"Southern trees bear
We live in a country that
strange fruit ,
acknowledges our freeBlood on the leaves, and doms as humans, and we
blood at the root,
are so lucky because not
Black bodies swinging in everyone in the world is so
the Southern breeze,
free. The concert is meant
Strange fruit hanging to emphasize that very fact.
from the poplar trees.
If we didn't have those
Pastoral scene of the gal- freedoms, people wouldn't
lant South,
be able to express t heir
The bulging eyes and the opinions so freely. Some
twisted mouth,
people just don't get it.
Scent of magnolias, sweet
and fresh,
Then the sudden smell of Vanessa Childers is the ediburning flesh.
tor in c:hief of 'fhe Murray
Here is fruit for the crows State News.

gan "Gettin' lucky in Kentucky," bustedtees.com has
come up with -a few variations on the popular design,
teaching
geography
through pun-filled T shirts.
"Missouri loves company" has .an animated Missouri dancing around with
other states. T hen there's
"New Mexico: Cleaner than
regular Mexico," and "Jersey girls ain't trash. Trash
gets picked up."
Moving out of the confines of ~tatehood, they also
offer "Kenya dig it?" with
the outline of t he African

nation printed in the background and "South Korea's
got Seoul."

Wudom from the
RacerPoU, part 2
If you thought the RacerPoll on Racernet about raw
oysters was the limit of the
id iocy one could achieve
through such polling, you
were wrong.
This week's gem of a
question was "Have you
bough t
pharmaceuticals
online?" The answer choic·
es were A: Never have

Wait a minute,
Mr. Postman:
I have a letter
Though it isn't the first time, nor
will it be the last, I find myself Jiving a
statistic.
I am one of the no doubt hundreds
of thousands of people who pour out
their thoughts weekly, daily or somctimes hourly, into an online journal.
W hether it's livejournal, xanga,
blogspot or diary-x, they are all similar in form and function. You pick colors
to match your personality, place a
photo o r message
board and begin typ·
ing away, under the
auspices of logging
your activities for
far-away
friends,
w ith
unspoken
hopes of a large and
loyal reading public. ~liiiila.:.:J~
But let's face it. Our Elizabeth
lives are just not that Cawein
entertaining. As I
c raft these entries they seem full of
excitemen t, but when I read them I
am often reminded autobiographies
are rarely successful because your
life, while thrilling to you, is about as
exciting as watching paint dry to
someone else.
However, on occasion I do have a
few bo nes to pick and have taken to
writing open letters. Instead of a typical entry. I write letters to people or
entities that need to be addressed.
I fe lt a few letters coming on
recently and decided not to keep
them away, only for the reading pleasure of my faithful, but small, audience. So now, for your enjoyment, I
present open letters.
Dear Wal-Mart:
Your plans for ultimate world domination are becoming clearer and
clearer. You leave only two checkout
lanes open on a Saturday morn ing and
sure, we piss and moan, but we're
back again standing in line the very
next Satur day like it's our job to be
irritated by your disgusting lack of
custome r service. Whatever I'm looking for, you don't have, and I always
get stuck behind some lady buying
half the store and using a coupon for
every item on the belt. What's next?
Subliminal messages in the muzak?
Dear Facilities Management
It's November. I thought I'd help
you out, because apparently you
flipped you r calendar early and were
convinced it was December. Otherwise I wouldn't choke on pine tree
perfume every time I walk into the
Curris Center, inundated with the
sight of fa ke greenery w rapped
around anything that stood still long
enough. And please - chill with the
big-enough-for-bad-80s-hair bows.
Dear Winslow Dining Hall:
I might be screwing myself d is·
cussing this openly, but I'd like to recognize you for keeping the icc cream
machine running smoothly for about
two months. T here have been no
major breakdowns that would cause
student dining hall angst. And !hanks
for the 16-oz. cups. I'm no longer
forced to drink from a sippy cup.
Dear Waterfield Library:
I'm seriously bringing all six of
those books back soon because I
remembered it will put a hold on my
PIN and I won't be able to schedule.
No guarantees on the fine, though. I'll
probably avoid com ing to the library
again for around three or four semesters. I managed to live without its
racks of resources my entire freshman
year. I'm a trooper. 1 can do it again.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Mu rray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

never will, B: Not yet, but I
might or C: Yes.
It seems ()nly natural, as
college students so often
purchase mass quantities of
prescription ,PledicaHon.

Male dancing trio
invades campus
Perhaps in an attempt to
surpass the antics o f "Bro.
Jim" on the scale of ridiculousness, three male students were seen outside the
Curris Center Wednesday
afternoon. playing guitars
and singing a song about

dancing. They were clad in
w ind suits from the late
'80s/e arly '90s and were
gyrating violently around a
crowd of people.
The trio w as stationed
next to a table with an
Organization of Murray Art
Students sign on it. but it
cannot be said fo r su re if
the o rganization would
claim t he m.

Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for ..Straight from the
mouth"
to
horse's
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Who was the only president
ot.fter than Btll Oin:t:On to
be Impeached by the us
House of~
Andrew Jofmson

ww,__..

., bOw this one, but I can't
tell you rfJht off' the bat right
now."

Tflera.k

sophomore from Louisville

•Richard Nlsoa."'

David POole
sopbc:Gore froJil Paclncah

•1 have

DO

idea; Madiaon

maybe."
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Public Safety's tip
oftheweek

News journal recognizes faculty resear~h

This Week: Learn
about online scams

and medical conferences. I met
some people that were doing
cancer problems, so we hooked
up and I st:trted working on cancer problems."
Ma~.?ve McCarthy, associate
did, it put a fire in me that I professor of mathematics and
wanted to find a cure for can- statistics, has worked on cancer
cer."
research with Fister since she
Fister originally planned to go began teaching at Murray State
to medical school and become a in 1998.
doctor, but entered the field of
"Recently we've been working
on identifying the species of the
mathematics instead.
"When I went to Transylvania chemotaxis process from meaUniversity, my essay was about surements such as cell and
finding a cure for cancer," she chemical densities," she said.
said. " I thought I would be going "T his particular project was supinto the medical field. I loved ported by the MSU Howard
mathematics, so I ~as in both Hughes program. Although
areas. I followed a doctor around we've not finished this work, we
and 1 decided I didn't want to do have some very promising prethat. It was very interesting, but I liminary results."
learned I don't want to go to
The research Fister has done
school for that long, have to do provides practical answers for
doctors and oncologists.
residency and all that."
Although Fister gave up on the
"What I do provides qualitadream of becoming a doctor, she tive answers on when to give
discovered it was still possible to drugs and how much of a drug to
contribute to cancer research give in a certain situation," Fister
working in mathematics.
said. "Are doctors using those
"I actually started out working results? l'm not totally sure.
on HIV problems,'' Fister said. They're using some of the quali"That led me to going to math tative aspects, but its awfully

Family death inspires
professor to cure cancer

Staff Report

-

,

•

•
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Identity theft is one of the
fastest growing crimes in the
country.
Public Safety Capt. Larry
Nixon said the newest method
used to steal personal information involves the usc of spyware, which is any technology
that aids in gathering information about a person or organization without the person's
knowledge.
On the Internet, spyware is
programming code p ut in someone's computer to secretly gather user information and relay it
to advertisers. It can enter
through a virus or new program
installation.
N ixon said, spyware is not
illegal, but there arc some
aspects privacy-oriented users
may not like.
For users worried about privacy, Nixon recommended computer surveillance tools that
allow a user to monitor computer activities. However, the only
available defense against spyware is the use of anti-spyware
programs that update themselves automatically.

Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
Renee Fister, associate profes·
sor of mathematics and statistics,
recently received recognition for
her work in cancer research.
Fister was interviewed fo r
SIAM News, the journal of the
Society for Industrial and
Applied Mathematics. about her
work on chemotherapy control.
''I've been working with Carl
Panetta from St. Jude," Fister
said. "We had been getting qualitative results based on what
quantitative studies we had and
that was recognized in the
work."
The research is personal for
Fister, whose brother died from
a brain tumor when he was 18
months old.
"At that time they didn't do
CAT scans or anything like that,"
she said. "I was only 3 myself so
I didn't understand it. But when I

D tst time spray session.......$10.00
D Regnlar sessions ................$15.00
Packages availablel

"Where everyone
deserves a one hour vacation."
;
The place where MSU students and faculty are treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one -hour full body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murra

Call for an appointment
270- 767-0045
866-505- 0045

COMING THIS SUNil

·~~

..'•• REGIONAL SPECIAL EVENTS CENTER
,

I
ii

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 7:30PM
TICKETS $32.50, $27.50, $22.50

(MSU Students $5 discount with 10)
TICKET OUTLETS:
~
SGA Office, Muffay, KY; Sunset Boulevard,
Murray, KYi Unga Bungs Music, Paducah, K Y;
Antiques, Etc~ Benton, KY; DJ's Music, P.aris, TN.

'

To charge by phone...._.............

27 .762.5555

hard to change when you're .sitting there and you look at a child
who has cancer. You ask yourself, do I change it and make this
child a guinea pig?"
Fister said her work is ongoing. She received, along with
some people from California, a
national science fou ndation
grant for the next three years to
work on more optimal control
studies.
"It's most rewarding to think
that mathematics that has been
solid for all of these ye:.us can he
used to solve a problem that is
changing every day," she said.
For Fister, the personal aspect
of her research is always there,
but she is happy to be able to
make a difference.
"First and foremost the most
important thing in my life is my
family," she said. "So this is dear
to me because my brother did
die. But the most important part
to me is to sec if I can be of service and help in a way that I
never thought I would be able to
because I'm not a medical doctor, I'm a mathematics Ph.D. I
feel like I'm making a small dif·
ference, and that is import:mt."

Diva·Tan

Airbrush Tanning
Call to schedule your appointment for

D ~ ~::a~~i!~~: ~~:~t~~ .t!~ ~~~!~· D
formals are upon us, girls!
615 B Sonth tZth St.
(270) 7,,_,,,3
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Now and Then
Companies reintroduce
nostalgic toys from 1980s
JanetRobb

Bandai relaunched Strawberry Shortcake in 2003
jrobb@thencws.org
with new .scented dolls and
toys.
A rctrQ craze is occurring within com"We updated the look of
panics like Hallmark. American Greetings, the characters to make
Bandai and Hasboro, which arc rcintroduc· them more relevant to little
ing toys and products from the '80s.
girls of today but kept the
Bill Sullivan, director of Hallmark same themes and play pat·
licensing, said there is a rctro '80s craze at terns," he said.
retail with Rainbow Brite, My Little l'l)ny,
Audrey DeSimone, spokesStrawberry Shortcake and other kids woman for Hasbro, Inc., said a
products from the '80s.
new generation of kids are dis"We saw the interest for rctro properties at covering these brands and
retail and decided to come hack out with Rain- some of the brands have been around for a
Good Luc:k Bear (2002)
bow Brite in terms of a licensed program," Sulli- while.
van said. "We also had been receiving calls from
''G.I. Joe has been with us for 40 years," DeSicompanies wanting to license Rainbow on their mone said. "Transformers had a brief hiatus but
products because they were having success with has been around for 20 years.''
•
other retro lict.>nses they had."
According to press releases from Hasbro, they
Parents, especially mothers, feel com- are celebrating G.l. Joe's 40 years with new
fortable with Rainbow Brite and other themes, an animated movie, action figures and
characters from the '80s because they vehicles. Transformers have been revamped
grew up playing with them, he said.
over the years and for their 20th anniversary
Charlotte Bean, Care Bears this year, Hasbro plans to release a collection of
brand manager for American Greet- the best Transformers toys from the past 20
ings Corp., said in 2001, the compa- years.
ny noticed an increase in Care
My Little Pony was reintroduced in 2003
Bear T-shirt sales and inquires by Hasbro.
from specialty retailers for a variLorrie Browing, general manager of
ety of additjonal Care Bears Hasbro Gkls division, said the reacmerchandise.
tion to My Little Pony has been great
"Research showed that the with mothers who remember playing
property, though 20 years old, with them and daughters who have just
was not only gaining popularity started experiencing My Little Pony.
with teens and young adults but
Another reintroduced '80s toy is the Cabbage
. ~1\e Care Bears were still
Patch Kids. Play Alons Toys and 4Kids Enter~cd to mothers who loved tatb'irteftt reissued tbe Citbbage Patch Kids this
the program as children in the '80s year.
as well as their parents, who are
Murray State students remember growing up
now grandparents," Bean said.
playing with the toys and watching the cartoons
A dual program was introduced because of from the '80s that are now being reissued.
this. The classic "rctro" Care Bears that appeal
"I feel old now," Jennifer Thomas, senior from
to teen and young adult fans and utilizes the Fancy Farm, said. "Care Bears (have) come back,
hand drawn, soft edged art of the '80s and the and that's when I was young."
reintroduction of Care Bears as a juvenile proThomas said unless children today have
gram, said Bean.
older brothers or sisters, they may not know
While the classic Care Bears arc still loved, about some of the reissued toys.
American Greetings updated the look to com·
Jacob Savage, sophomore from Lexington,
pete on toy shelves.
Mass.. said shows like Thundercats, Transform"Care Bears, each having a variety nf messagl'S ers and Ninja Turtles are pretty good.
20th Anniversary Masterpiece and tummy symbol, naturally lead themselves to
"Even with the crappy animation it's good," he
Optimus Prime (2004)
being a collectible," Berm said. ''We find that said. "I love it."
Care Bears fans young and old can't get enough
Children might think the shows look pretty
of the cuddly Care Bears and low when new cool and want get the action figures Savage
personalities arc introduced."
.
said.
Cliff }in, public relations representative for
Andrea Lear, sophomore from CovingBandai America Inc., said they have a dual mar- ton, said she watched the Smurfs, Gurnket with girls and adult collectors who grew up mie Bears and Care Bears as a child
with Strawberry Shortcake in the '80s.
and said companies are bringing back
"This combined target has led to our success some of these because of the appeal to
as we continue to promote Strawthose who remember playing with
berry as the premier brand that
and watching them.
'let's little girls be little
"I think it's nostalgia," Lear
girls,'" }in said. "We have
said. ''You know, get more
been one of the top
people to buy more things
ranked mini dolls."
just because they are nostalgic for things they grew up
before."
For a slide show of these popular toys
visit www.thenews.org.
Assistant College Life Editor

G.I. Joe, Lady Jayne (2003)

Tenderheart Bear and Gnampy Bear
(1980s)

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles,
Donatello (2003)

Cabbage Patc:h Kid, Emily (1984)
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Muppet Babies: Fozzie, Miss Piggy
and Kermit (1984)

Blast from the Past
Connect with your inner ch ild,
remember these popular t oys

Berenstain Bears, Papa Bear (1980s)

I

I

Poppies (1980s)

~~.J
California Raisins (1987)

Masters of the Universe,
He-Man (2002)

Masters of the Universe,
Skeletor (2002)
Sesame Street, Cookie Monster, Oscar the Grouch and Big Bird (1984)

Kid Sister and My Buddy (1985)

..

'

toys and photos cot~rtesy of The Nel'\'5 staff
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This Week
I

•Fridax-~--Artlsts' Reception
6 p.m., Cheyenne
Chapman and Lynn
Schentrup, Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. Fine
Artfi Center

Video Dance Off
7:30 p.m.. general
admission $6, bring a
canned good $5,
under 10 $3, Lovett
Auditorium
Men's Basketball
7:15 p.m .. MSU vs.
SI U Edwardsville,
RSEC

November 12, 2004

Greek dishes set
Tom's Grille apart

•Saturday~ Heather Bryant
Football
College Life Editor
hbryant@th~news.org
1:30 p.m., MSU vs.
Univer-;ity of TenAn 8-foot ceramic chef
nessee Martin, Roy
holding
the sign, ''Welcome
Stewart Stadium .
to Tom's Grille" is the first
•Sunda
thing patrons see when they
enter the restaurant.
Concert
"We make everything, our
7:30 p.m., Brad Paisley and Josh Gracin, sauces and desserts are
tickets are $32.50. homemade," Jim Karvounis,
$27.50 and $22.50, $5 owner of Tom's Grille, said.
discount with RacerThe restaurant has been in
card, for more infor- business for five and a half
mation call 270-762· years. Karvounis' father, Tom
5555, RSEC
Karvounis, owned Tom's
Pizza which was located in
•Monda
the
Court Square.
.Movie Night
"My
dad was in the restau7:30 p.m., "Dark
City," free admis- rant business for many years
sion, Curris Center so he helped me open (Tom's
Grille)" he said.
Theater
His mother helped him decorate Tom's Grille to create a
Yearbook Individ- friendly atmosphere. he said.
ual Pictures
"(We) try to appeal to stul p.m., Rocking Chair dents and families," he said.
Lounge, 5 p.m.. ''We have a lot of business
Winslow Dining Hall people come in for lunch and
~Wednesday at night we have families and
students."
International
He said the most popular
Bazaar
dinner
items served at Tom's
9:30 a.m .. Curris
Grille
are
Dimitri's chicken,
Center Ballroom
fettucini alfredo and Tom's
•Thursda
ribeye.
"I change my menu maybe
Speaker
ll a.m .. Gary Shaw, once a year," Karvounis said.
He said students usually
fntcrnational Justice
Mission, Curris Cen- like the Dimitri's chicken dish
ter Theater
because it combines cheese,

•Frida

The Murray State News

bacon and mushrooms.
"I have customers (who)
come here twice a day," he
said.
Karvounis said he listens to
his customers' suggestions
and tries to accommodate
them when it comes to
improving his restaurant.
He said his favorite part of
owning Tom's Grille is talking to customers, doing
inventory and scheduling.
"It can be stressful if things
aren't going right, and there
are long hours," Karvounis
said.
He said his staff works well
together to serve customers
and give them a pleasant dining experience.
"Especially when we're
busy, we try to work as a
team," he said. "We've been
voted the last three years as
the favorite restaurant in Calloway County."
He said half of the Tom's
Grille staff are Murray State
students, so he works with
students' class schedules so
they are able to work.
Tonya Cavitt, head wait·
ress at Tom's Grille, said the
main thing she has learned
from working at Tom's is
being patient.
"Dealing with the public,
rm the head waitress, and 1
have to deal with complaints," she said.
Cavitt used to do office

j,lnn.l T,mnPr/'1 /11> Nell)

Jlm Karvounis, owner of Tom's Grille, operates the cash register during lunch Tues-

day. T om's Grille has been op en for five and a half years. There are a variety of dishes
on the menu ranging from steak, chicken and past a to Greek-style dishes.
work and started to work as a don't play it up to keep more said. "(The food is) reason·
server after she relocated to of a family atmosphere." she ably priced for the pMtion
size you're getting."
Murray.
S<.lid.
Cavitt said Tom's Grille
Tum's provides more of a
''It's a change, but I love it,"
hosts meetings for Murray bistro atmosphere at lunch
she said.
She said she serves a vari- State basketball and football and is more formal in the
ety of customers and the recruits and many professors evening, Frederick said.
"We had our rehearsal dinGreek food Items offered at eat lunch daily at the restauner here the night before our
Tom's arc what set it apart rant.
from other Murray eateries.
Eric Frederick, Murray wedding," he said. "They
"We do serve liquor but we State athletic trainer, ate have ~ nice room in the back
lunch with his family at for special occao.;ions."
Tom's Tuesday and said he
Tom's Grille is open Tuesfrequents the restaurant day through Thursday and
• American Buqp!r
• caesar Salad
$4.75
about every two weeks.
Sunday from 11 a.m. to <J p.m.,
• Bowl o1 Sflttip
• House Salad
$4.75
"Fettucini is my favorite Friday and Saturday from 11
L--~=-ii~~~--~~--------------------------~----------------~ because I like Italian food nnd n.m. to 10 p.m. ami is closed
they make a pretty good dish on Mond:ty. The restaurant is
here/' he said.
located at 1501 N. 12th .St.
The Coll~ge Life section sh9wcases ~ weekly
Frederick said Tom's Gril)e
Additional omments from
is one of the nicest restau- customers vould nor be
series of locally owned, non-franchise Murray
rants in Murray.
obtained bec:msc the owner
eateries.
"It's close to Murray State :1skcd the reporter to lt•ave
and the service is good," he the rcstauram.

T.~S~~~-tk~----~~
Sewi~is~~. .~rt~u~•

coffee house to be 1Cit1ltecl
new Wollftess e&ater.
receive a meal for four catered by ·~~~~~-s~lftlt·am:;lfi
points that can be used at the f()()d .vniUtti~X*

Be sure to getyour41JJ,IIC4taJ

HART COLLEGE
(FEATURING STABBUCKS --~---~-~-~~
•

1. Any Murray State University student is ~
for this contest.
2. Students can get an application for this COI1t'at in
SGA Office or the FOOd Services Office
(both located on the first floor of the .Curris·colllitJ~r;
3. Students must submit their application by 12:30
in the SGA Office on Friday, November 19.
4. If a duplicate name is submitted and that name is.td~rd
to win, the first person who turned in the ~
will be awarded the prize.
5. The name cannot include Stal'bucks.

WELLNESS CENTER LOCATION
(FEATURING HEALTH FOOD)
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Satellite radio reaches for stars
· Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Imagine hours of continuous music uninterrupted by
obnoxious commercials and
tedious
advertisements.
Imagine hearing that music
unabridged and unedited
via a radio receiver.
Though it sounds like a
music lover's dream, it is
slowly becoming a reality
as satellite radio continues
to grow in strength.
"(Satellite radio) is just
the next step in technology," said Kate Lochte, station manager at WKMS-FM
radio. "As a consumer I'm
interested in every aspect
of the world around me."
Lochte said satellite radio
gives people a greater
opportunity to be more
connected to information in

a wider range of venues.
time," Rumsey said.
XM Radio was one of the
XM Radio offers many
fll'st major satellite radio different setups for use at
providers to offer commer- home, in the car or both.
cial-free music and radio Prices range from $349.99
shows.
According
to for the versatile, handheld
www.xmradio.com,
XM Delphi XM MyFi to the
Radio now bas more than 2 $49.99 XM Direct model
million subscribers who that integrates any car
tune into more than 120 var- stereo to receive XM Radio
ious stations of music, programming.
sports and news.
However, these fees do
XM Radio's site also not include the monthly
boasts that subscribers have subscription cost of $9.99.
access to more than 2 mil''I love the idea of listenlion different song .titles. ing (to music) with no comStill, all of these features mercials," Rumsey said.
come at a hefty price.
"And if the price declines, I
Dallas Rumsey, senior will own a XM Radio."
from West Frankfort, Ill.,
Jonathan Burris, freshman
said he has come close to from Paducah, said some
buying an XM Radio setup stereo companies are sellon numerous occasions, ing tape decks with XM sysalways deciding not to . terns already built into
because of the price.
them. · He said this was
"The cost of the equip- more attractive because of
ment turns me away every the convenience.

art

However, Burris said the
price was still too high.
"An antenna and a XM
tuner can run over $300 on
top of the cost of an XM
ready deck," Burris said. "I
still may switch to it someday."
XM Radio isn't the only
satellite radio provider that
is growing in numbers.
Sirius Satellite Radio is a
newer station that caused a
buzz in early October when

by Phillip Dishon/The News

the company announced
the "King of All Media,"
Howard Stern, would be
taking his daily talk show
exclusively to Sirius programming on Jan. 1. 2006.
In a press release issued
by Sirius, Howard Stern
said he has wanted to have a
top-rated radio show since
he was 5 years old and joining Sirius would allow him
to broadcast his show
uncensored and free from

the control of the Federal
Communications Commission.
Jason McKendree, graduate student from Benton,
received a Sirius radio
boom box system as a
Christmas present and said
it is the only way he can
hear bluegrass music in
Murray. McKendree said
both XM and Sirius have
bluegrass stations. but Sirius played the music he
liked most.
"Sirius has an awesome
bluegrass station as well as
many other great stations,"
be said. "You can't beat 100
percent commercial-free
music."
Sirius Radio players are
less expensive than XM's
products, with prices ranging from $149.99 to under
$99.99.
Sirius
Radio's
Still,
monthly fees are $12.95 or
subscribers can become
lifetime members for a sin~
gle payment of $499.99.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

I. Unfinished Business
R. Kelly and Jay-Z
2. Thug Matrimony: Mar-

I. The lncredibles

1. MyBoo
Usher and Alicia Keys
2. Drop It Like It's Hot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell
3. Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo
4. Lose My Breath
Destiny's Child
5. Over and Over
Nelly
featuring
Tim
McGraw

ried To The Streets
Trick Daddy
3. Still Not Getting Any...
Simple Plan
4. Stardust: The Great
American Songbook Vol.
Three
Rod Stewart
5. Suit
Nelly

Source: Billboard.com

2. Ray
3. The Grudge
4. Saw

s.

Alfie

Source: movies/nylimes.com

Source: Billboard.com

• DVD
• Books
I. 'PileDay After Tomor~ LHourGame
David Baldacci
2. Echoes
Danielle Steel
3. Northern Lights
Nora Robers
4. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
5. The Five People You
Meet In Heaven
Mitch Alborn

row
2. Van Helsing

3. Fahrenheit 9/11
4. Garfield

5. A Cinderella Story

Source: homelown.aol.co.uk

Source: nytimes.com

• Web site
mylittletra nsfotmer.com
This Web site features a
series of short ftlms staring
My Little Pony and Transformers. These stop animation films are two to three
minutes long. New episodes
of "My Little Transformer"
air the first and 15th of each
month. The site features
another stop animation film
"Prime Passion" also made
by the same creators.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray1Ky 4 20 71

502-7 53-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One and two bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

State line
Weste m

Wort~

Inc.

Shopping
Center

WESTERN ftA1I.

70S MAIN ST., IIWY. 6t I S.
HAZEl. KY. 420oi9

TACK, PRO RODEO

www.ttAtd11lcwn.t'rnworld..a:wn

I!QCJ.IIMINr. HOMEA
VAliD OF.COR, TRAl.I.ER~.
NUTRM FEF.O

e-mail:
Stncllncwcslcrnl!i l.'!l.rom
Phone: 2'10491.(;1+1
Fax: 271H9l.OZ~8

a
Matters!
Make

the news .org
one of

REASONS WNV

·DAYLIGMT IS
OVERRA

D.

your
·favorites!
OPEN

24 HOURS
1/31b. l/21b. 2/31b. Angus beef Thickburgers: * Hardee's
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Brad Paisley, Josh Gracin to perform in MSU concert
Student ticket sales
higher than usual
...,.Stephanie Salmons
.Staff Writer

ssalmons@thcnews.org

The Regional Special
' Events Center is preparing
~. tb welcome one of the
· ' biggest names in country
• • music this week.
Brad Paisley will be per. . forming along with opening act Josh Gracin, former
'American Idol contestant,
' when Paisley's ''Mud on the
' Tires" tour comes to Murray Sunday.
Shelley Todd. facility
manager for the RSEC said
Pais1ey was an obvious
choice to have ut the RSEC
because of his yo,uth and
appeal to individuals of all

ages.
Todd said there were
other factors in the decision to bring Paisley to the
RSEC.
"His routing worked out
really well for us," Todd
said.
People attending the con·
cert should expect a good
performance, Todd said.
"His concerts arc very
exciting and very visual,"
she said.
1,800
Approximately
tickets have been sold for
the concert so far, Todd
said. Of those. 576 arc student tickets.
.
"To have such a large
number of student tickets
sold speaks volumes."

C C>llrl<·~y o( hradpt~iS IPy . com

Todd said. "It shows his
appeal to students."
Todd said the ticket
sales arc average for a concert at the RSEC but ticket
sales from students are

higher than usual.
She said the RSEC is
planning a good push for
advertising this last week
before the show.
"Traditionally, (the RSEC

sees) good sales the last
week, and Murray State
usually has a good number
of walk-ups," Todd said.
The box office usually
sees anywhere between
300 and 1,000 walk-ups, she
said.
Brad Pais1ey, a West Virginia native who resides in
Franklin, Tenn., was nominated this year for Country
Music Association awards
Song of the Year, Sin'gle of
the Year and Album of the
Year. He won Music Video
of the Year and Musical
Event of the Year for his
latest single, "Whiskey Lul.
laby."
Erin Cook, junior from
Mt. Vernon, 111., said Pais·
ley's notoriety will help
bring a large crowd to the
show.
"They never get very big
names," Cook said. "I think
there will be a good crowd

because it is a well·known
name."
Cook said having a
prominent musician come
to Murray may help the
town attract other popular
acts with various styles of
music.
"Since we're getting Brad
Paisley maybe bigger stars
will be more willing to
come," she said.
Emily Myers, sophomore
from Huntingdon, Tenn.,
agreed.
"Brad Paisley is a decent
size name,'' she said. "People know him.''
Myers said she thinks the
concert will better suit the
demographics of the university.
"l think (Paisley coming)
is kind of neat because
given the region," she said.
"It's very fitting to have a
country singer."
Tickets can be purchased

MORE
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Balanced offense paces Racers

Student 'fans'
need to get act
•
In gear

NathanClinkenbeard
Sports Editor
ndinkenbeard@thenews.o~

I'm pretty sure we have the worst
student basketball fans in the history
of college basketball.
My anger finally boiled over after l
arrived halfway into the first half for
the men's basketball game and found
the Mick's Maniacs section looking
like the county morgue.
When I met my friends Sandfoss
and Tep in the student section I
asked them what the hell was going
on with the Maniacs. The only thing
they could come up with was that it
was an exhibition game.
True, it was
only an exhibition
game, but that bas
not been the only
time the Maniacs
have been lame.
Last year when
the Mick's Maniacs began its first
year there were
some major disappointments on
occasions.
My friends and
Nathan
I are some of the Clinkenbeard
biggest support Sports Editor
ers of the Mick's
Maniacs, except for maybe Skillz and
his cronies. Other than that, there
have been some real big losers to
come and go through rhe Mick's
Maniacs section, and all they want is
a shirt and some pizza.
I have a deep hatred for those who
come to the section only to get the
free shirt. If you so desperately want
a Maniacs shirt I will give you mine
because I will probably be already
wearing one. just g t out of a cheering section if you aren't going to
cheer.
I want those with a passion for
Murray State basketball or basketball
in general to show up early to the
games and take up the seats and yell
your freakin' heads off so we actually
look like a college. We are taking this
Public Ivy University thing way too
far. Are we too bright and sophisticated to cheer and look like morons?
Please.
And why does the cheering have to
stop at the Mick's Maniacs? I love
glancing over at the student section
behind the backboard to see a couple
hundred students looking as if they
are watching a UK football game.
ESPN and ESPN2 do all these
crowd shots during their college basketball broadcasts, and all you see are
students wearing the same color,
shoving each other and yelling so
hard the paint on their face is cracking. Come Feb. 12 when ESPN2
comes to Murray for the Austin Peay
game I can't wait for crowd shots of
students looking like their dogs have
been shot.
It's not like our basketball team
sucks. We've won 19 conference
championships, we go to the Big
Dance as often as Ricky Williams
smokes a J, and our fans are still crappy.
I'll do anything you guys want just
so we have real Racer fans in the
seats.
Well. maybe not anything.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Listening to the starting lineups for Saturday night's exhibition opener against VASDA it is
possible fans recognized more
players for V ASDA than their
own team.
The men's basketball team's
first game of the season was
overshadowed by a homecoming
for two players from last season's OVC Tournament championship squad, Antione Whelchel
and Chris Shumate, who now
play for VASDA.
Both players received a thunderous standing ovation as their
names were announced, but they
were on the opposite end of a
100-83 defeat when they were
used to being on the winning
team.
Whelchel led VASDA in scoring with a game-high 27 points.
"Hoss," as he was known at Murray State, paced VASDA in the
rebounding category with nine.
Seven players finished t he
game in double figures for Murray State as VASDA led in the
first half by as many as seven
points when it was 14-7. VASDA
looked calm in the opening while
the Racers were erratic with the
ball and their shots.
"We had some nervous guys
out there tonight,'' said Head
Coach Mick Cronin said. "Once
they settled down, I thought we
did some really good things."
Junior college transfer Pearson
Griffith, who sat out last season
as a redshirt player, led the team
in ~coring, rebounding an~
blocks with lS, 13 anC:t three
respectively.
Griffith was especially effective on the offensive glass as he
collected eight of his l3 on the
Mich<tel M claurine/The News
offensive end. However, Cronin
Fr eshman guard A.J. Adams puts in a layup as the Racers cruise was not pleased with his center's
to a 100-83 w in in Its first exhibition game against V ASDA.
rebounding after the first half

and let him know about it.
"I looked and saw Pearson
Griffith only had four rebounds
at the half, and I told him to get
going," Cronin said. "He finished
with 13."
Out of the 12 players who saw
action in the preseason game,
two were on last year's team,
Adam Chiles and T.J. Wolf. The
Racers lost nine seniors to graduation, but transfers and freshmen have filled the roster and
Chiles is being looked to for
leadership.
"We have nine people new to
Division r college basketball this
season," Chiles said. "Coach is
always pushing me to be a leader
out on the floor."
Junior guard Keith Jenifer
started as a point guard at the
University of Virginia his freshman year before he transferred
to Murray State.
After sitt ing out last season
because of NCAA rules, Jenifer
gave the fans a taste of what he
can do in terms of using his
speed to drive the lane and eitlier
finish the score or pass to an
open teammate for an easy
layup.
.
Jenifer had 14 points on 5-of-11
shooting and a team-high ~ix
assists.
With all the new faces on the
team and several qu ality athletes
from which to choose, Cronin
will have a tough task to decide
who he wants in his starting lineup game to game.
"I didn't decide on a starting
five until we were finished with
warm ups," Cronin said. "Our
unselflShness was there, and we
really played hard. We'll ~91e
along as the season progresses,
but this was a good first test for
us."
Christian Brothers, a Division
•
II school, came to town Thursday night for the Racers fmal
exhibition game. Results were
not available at presstime.
:

.

Soccer season ends in semifinal of OVC tourney
career goals are the most
in school history.
Reedy's achievements
this season earned her
All-OVC Second Team
status and marks the thlrd
time Reedy has been
named to the Ali-OVC
The Racers finished
Second
Team in l}.er
with seven shots, placing
career.
six of them on goal. The
Minielli believes Reedy
Panthers finished with 15
has
played a large role in
shots, including eight
the
building
of the soccer
shots on goal.
program.
Junior midfielder Jessi"Her consistency has
ca Fiorgnclli and sophobeen
the biggest thing
more midfielder Lacey
Ford, who scored the
throughout her four
game-winning
goal
years," Minielli said.
Ricky Agostin/The News
"When she was on the
against Southeast Missouri State, were named Sen ior forward Theresa Reedy takes a shot in the field, the team felt like we
to the OVC All-Tourna- Racers 1-0 quarterfinal win against the Southeast' had a chance at scoring
and winning."
ment Team.
Missouri State Otahklans on Nov 2.
The team will return
Despite the loss, the
Racers (8-11-1) achieved young players," Minielli conference and finished most of its players next
many things this season, a said. "We exceeded our third," Kline said. "The season, but lose six
season which began with expectations at the begin- freshmen class stepped seniors in the process.
up, and the seniors
"The seniors have
many uncertain expecta- ning of the season."
The
four
conference
brought us together."
meant everything since
tions because of many
wins is the most by a
Senior forward Theresa we had the youngest team
new faces on the team.
Murray
Reedy
fin ished the season in the OVC according to
State
team
and
its
''After the end of the
third-place
first
in
finish
ties
the
the conference in experience," Minielli said.
2003 season, we fib'llred
best
conference
goals
scored,
with 13. The "We absolutely needed
finish
in
that the first six games of
its
brief
history.
l3
goals
ties
the Murray senior leadership on the
the (2004) regular season
"We
began
the
season
State
record
for
goals in a field and they provided
would really be our preranked
single
season,
and
seventh
in
the
her 34 it"
season because of the

Reedy e11;ds year

first in goals
Dan Tepe
Staff Writer
dttpe@thenews.org

The women's soccer
team's season came to an
end Friday after a 4-0
semifinal loss to regular
season and tournament
champion Eastern Illinois
in Birmingham, Ala.
The tournament victory
awards the Panthers with
an automatic bid in the
NCAA tournament.
The Panthers (12-5-2)
scored three goals in the
first half en route to a
shutout victory. The two
teams met earlier this
season in a 2-0 Panthers
win.
"Eastern Illinois is really strong defensively,"
senior defender Shauna
Kline said. "They could
do well depending on
who they have to play."

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN @ 7p.m.
NBA Basketball
Miami at San Antonio

Sunday: FOX 9 @ noon
National Football League
Bears at Titans

Friday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Houck Fieldhouse
Murray St. at SEMO

Saturday: Women•s B-ball @ 7 pm.
Regional Special Events Centet
Blue Chip All Stars at Murray St.

Saturday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NCAA Football
Alabama at LSU

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Bills at Patriots

Saturday: Football @ 1:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Tennessee-Martin at Murray St.

Saturday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Lantz Arena
Murray St. at Eastern Illinois .
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Flying high

Defense leads women's basketball
to 85-80 win
.
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bliengee(wtlumews.org

The women's basketball team opened up its

2004· 05 season Saturday
with a defensive showcase against the visiting
St. l.ouis Goldstar, nn
exhibition team.
In a game where the
Racers
forced
26
turnovers, compared with
committing just 17, the
defense paved the way
for an 85-80 Murray State
victory.
On a team that returns
just two starters from last
yenr's squad, notching
this first victory of the
season was key for the
experience
of
the
younger players.
"We return two starters
ffom l:lst year, and have
seven new players," Head
Coach Joi Felton said.
''We are real excited for
Lhc opportunities. Our
newcomers bring with
them athleticism and
perimeter talent. We're
looking· to play more uptempo."
The new up-tempo
style was evident as the
f-!'ct:rs accumulated 18
steals and jumped out to a

.I

12-point halftime lead.
The Racers enjoyed the
largest lead of the game
midway through the second half at 65-50, but
watched as key outside
shooting from St. Louis
enabled it to battle back
and close the gap at just
four points with three
minutes to play.
Senior guard Rebecca
Remington kept Goldstar
at a comfortable distance,
however, as she quickly
scored the next five
points. Remington added
16 points for Murray
State, while sophomore
guard Gerraca Matthews
put in 13, going 5-for-6
from the line.
The team was led by
freshman guard Shaleea
Petty, who put in a teamhigh 17 points and had a
game-high five steals to
go with four assists.
Remington' was named to
the preseason second
team all OVC.
Murray State, coming
off of a 13-15 season and
fifth-place tie at 9-7 in the
OVC last year, was
picked to finish sixth in
the ll-team league.
"Now, I've got a year
under my belt, and the
players have a year where

they got to know me better," Felton said. "They
know me, and I know
them. They know what
the expectations are and
now, can relay that to the
new players."
With only three seniors
on the roster this year,
youth looks to be both a
positive and a negative
for the Racers.
Along with Petty, Felton's inaugural recruiting
class will have a lot to say
about the success of this
year's team. Guard Alaina
Lee and forwards Katie
Willinger and Jessica
Hirsch will all be given
the oppor:tunity to contribute, Felton said.
Felton said this year's
players have the ability to
create shots for themselves and each other and
the athleticism of the
women will give her team
a chance to win every
time they step onto the
court.
"As seniors we feel like
it's our job to lead on and
off the court," Remington
said. "We know that if we
just do our jobs, we have
the talent, especially with
some of the new girls, to
be where we want to be
come March."

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Senior guard Rebecca Remington, from Scandinavia, Wise., takes a shot in Saturday's exhibition
game against the St. Louis Goldstar. The Racers
defeated the GoldStar 85-80.

One game separates Racers from conference leader
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sp'o rts Editor
ttclinkenbeard@thenews.org

With a week of rest and
concentration on fundan;•~~ltals ~1t practice, Head
<!1"-Jl.!!t )6~ llannunzio has
J~f; football team back in

the Ohio Valley Conference championship hunt
with two games remaining.
Jacksonville
State
remains at tbe top of tbt!
conference standings, but
a 16-13 toss on the road to
Tennessee Tech sent the

file photo

A:Racer running back attempts to stay on his feet
as a Connecticut player comes in for a tackle. The
football team had a week off and will return to
p!ay Saturday against T~essee Martin•

.

Gamecocks a grurie back- that will send it to the
ward in the overall tally.
Division 1-AA playoffs.
The Racers are in sole
Tomorrow the Racers
possession of second will host Tennessee-Marplace with a 4-2 confer- tin for a 1:30 p.m. showence record. Eastern Ken- down that will serve as
tucky has the same con- Senior Day for 19 seniors.
fereiice tccottf ~ tfit!~ac.. ~nun.tio 'kh~ he will
ers, but Murray State be emotional as this will
owns the tiebreaker over be his fmal home game
the Colonels with its 19-16 with his seniors.
overtime h omecoming
"It's going to be hard
spoiler in Richmond.
Saturday,"
Pannunzio
Pannunzio admitted he said. "There are definitely
enjoyed the week off, going to be some tears."
which let them watch
Scoring on offense and
other coaches coach, but holding opponents on
most importantly he was defense have been major
happy his players got concerns for Head Coach
some rest.
Matt Griffin, but his lone
"We needed a break, bright spot has been
and we needed the time freshman running back
off to get some rest and Donald Chapman.
Chapman sits only 20
get refreshed," Pannunzio
said. "This has really yards shy of rushing for
come at the perfect time 1,000 yards this season,
which would make him
for us."
Even if Jacksonville the first Tennessee-MarState loses one game in tin player to do that since
its next two and the Rae- 1988.
ers win both of its
Unlike the Skyhawks,
remaining games, the the Racers have enjoyed
Gamecocks beat the Rae- the bulk of its success on
ers in the regular season the ground. A trio of
and own the tiebreaker backs have sent the Rae-

ers rushing offense to
second in the conference
behind Jacksonville State.
The turnaround of its
record from last season
has been the resurrection
of the defense behind
ftfst-y~ itefe11stVe"c6<'U'.:
dinator Dennis Therrell.
Therrell has taken a run
defense that gave up 18L8
yards per game to .one
that is currently ranked
25th in Division I-AA at
119.7.
Senior
linebacker
Rohan Godson looks at
one loss that fired up the
team to wake up and play
better defense.
"After the Eastern Illinois loss, we felt disgusted as a defense," Godson
said. "We made it a goal
not to play like that again.
So, we made it a point to
dominate and shut down
opposing offenses."
The clash between
cross-state rival Tennessee-Martin will also
be Staff Day at Roy Stewart Stadium when all
Murray State staff members will be honored.

1008 Chestnut St.
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Here we are again, on the eve of
another modern gun season. To
many, tomorrow morning is the day
to be a deer hunter. No day in any
hunting season holds as much anticipation to as many hunters as the
opening day of r ifle season.
Although·
I'm
primarily
a
bowhunter when it comes to deer
hunting, I look forward to opening
day of gun season. I'll hunt with my
fiancee, Michelle, as she tries to put a
big buck under her hunting belt. I'll sit
in a stand an evening or two with my
handgun to try and kill a doe for the
freezer as well.
One thing I enjoy
about gun season is
the great deer gun
debates. It's amazing how volatile
goo d -natured
debates become
when the participants are deer
hunters arguing for
their favorite hunting round.
Maybe I can give
Will
my thoughts on the
Brantley
deer
caliber Outdoor columnist
debate. For some
reason, many hunters have taken on a
dose of "magnum mania" in the last
couple of years, as newer, more powerful rifle rounds have hit the market.
Hunters who use these rounds wisely
and can shoot them accurately may
have an advantage over average Joe
and his iron-sighted 3Q-30. But the
folks who think a huge rifle will compensate for piss-poor bunting and
shooting skills are the ones who get
under my skin.
I've killed deer with lots of different
guns. I've shot them with .223 rifles
and .357 magnum pistols. Neither of
those rounds carries the energy of a
serious deer hunting round, but when
put in the right place (right behind the
shoulder, through both lungs) the
d'eer ate?. sim~ ~tlhat.
To me, the best deer caliber out ~
there is the one a hunter can shoot
most accurately and still get the job
done in a humane manner. Serious
deer ri.tle loads begin with the .243
Winchester and go up from there. To •
me, anything much larger than a .3006 is overkill on a Kentucky deer.
However, even the most powerful
rifle will not make up for a poor hit on
a deer. A deer shot in the ass is a deer 1
shot in the ass, no matter what the cal- ,
iber bullet is responsible. It isn't
humane any way you look at it.
So, carry a r ifle with which you can
bit the kill zone every time in a decent
caliber, and you can't go wrong.
Remember to respect animal you're
hunting, pick your shot and put him '
down quickly. It's a duty all hunters
have. Good luck and be safe.

!

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e~mail him •
at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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Wildcats no match for Racers Laborious training paying off
Rowers take 1st and ·3rd
at Head of Chattahoochee

Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@th~?news.org

While the Murray State rifle
team stole the show in Saturday's match at Xavier University, Sunday's dual match
against the University of Kentucky was a toss-up.
Simultaneously, the Racers
and the Wildcats finished the
match with 4,617 points out of
4,800. The win was decided by
a tie-breaker based on the center shot cou nt, the shot most
centered on the target, to give
Murray State the victory.
Saturday's Walsh Invitational at Xavier ended with the
Racers Gold team at an aggregate score of 4,6ll, a smallbore
score of 2,292 and an air rifle
score of 2,319. The Gold team
consisted of Robert Purdy,
Justin Sparks, Cameron Hicks
and Alex Culbertson.
The Blue team finished with
an aggregate 4,524, 2,271 smallbore and 2.253 air rifle. The
Blue team consisted of Josiah
Brooks, Dan Belluzzo, Brandy
Bouchcrie and Mike Gardner.
Ann Proctor, rifle team head
coach, said having two matches made a full weekend for the
team.
"Saturday. some of the team
d id not perform as well as I
hoped," Proctor said. "Sunday
we did well and had some great
performances."
Senior Robert Purdy led the
Racer's Gold team in both
matches. At the Walsh Invita·
tional, Purdy finished second
overall with an aggregate 586,
and shot a 1,169 out of 1,200
against Kentucky.
"At Xavier, Purdy shot
extremely well, and Mlke
Gardner was well above his
average,"
Proctor
said .

Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe(ii)t ht'nt>ws.nrg

The rowing teams have proven
their tenacity this fall after first-and
third-place finishes at the Head of the
Chattahoochee Regatta on Lake
Lanier. Ga., Saturda>'·
The water was calm, the skies were
open, and the chill of the November
air rushed past as each team's
coxswain led the rowers with yells of
vehement encouragement.
T he women's team of true novices
outrowed schools of large rosters
with recruited rowers, said Assistant
Coach Murko Vukovic. The novice
four-woman boat finished first in its
38-boat race with a time of 23 minutes
22 seconds, nearly 14 seconds ahead
of second-place Miami University.
Earlier in the day the novices eightwoman boat finished third in a 34boat race with a time of 20 minutes
43.9 seconds. They were 35 seconds
behind first-place Georgia and 19 seconds behind North Carolina.
"No school with true novices is as
good as us," Vukovic said. "With a
really small roster, I think that I get
150 percent from these girls. They put
forth an cxc<:ptional effort lllst weekend."
Most of the races in which Murray
State crew competes in the fall arc
SOOOm (3.1 miles) races. With such a
great distance through occasionally
narrow waters, boats are staggered
and must race the clock.
"Coach tells us what stroke rate we
must keep to have a winning time,"
said sophomore coxswain Kclli Eckdahl. '''!'hat's my job. I'm tJ1crc to
encou rage them und make sure they
keep on pace."
Conditions aren't always as f:lVorable as last weekend. Just two weeks

R.1shod rllylor/guest

Sophomore Brandy Boucherle shoots whUe lying down in
an earlier match against Tennessee Tech. The team is coming off victories against Kentucky and at the Walsh Invite.
"Cameron Hicks did really well
in air rifle and overall."
Hicks, freshman from Washington. finished second place
against Kentucky with a n
aggregate 1166. At the Walsh
Invitational, Hicks finished
10th with an aggregate score of
578 and sophomore Justin
Sparks fmishcd fifth with an
aggregate score of 579.
Also competing for the Racers was sophomore Josiah
Brooks and junior Alex Culbertson. Brooks shot a 1.145
overall, against Kentucky,
whil e shooting an aggregate
568 at Xavier.
Culbertson shot an aggregate
1,137 at Kentucky and a 576

aggregate at Xavier.
Freshman Dan Belluzzo, who
competed Satu rday and Sunday said his goal in the next
match is to shoot a personal
best.
"We have to keep practicing
and just stick with it to perform in the future," Belluzzo
said.
"We still have some issues to
work on, and we'll continue to
practice bu t with more moderation un til conference," Proctor said.
Murray State will take on
defending NCAA champion
Alaska-Fairbanks Nov. 22 at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in
Roy Stewart Stadium.

ago at Vanderbilt the Varsity boat
capsized as a result of extreme wind,
said senior Elaine Schaad.
The wome n's Varsity squad competed in the championship races at
Lake Lanier fi nishing 14th of 22 boats
in the four-woman race and 16th and
17 boats in the eight-woman race. The
four-woman A team finished 26th of
33 boats in the club race.
The men's rowing team is classified
as a club, because it raises its own
funds and does not receive U niversity sponsorship. However, Head
Coach Bill Mclean helps to coach the
team.
"Being a club, we can have inexperienced racers come lear-n. train and
become part of the team," said fresh man coxswain Adam Forsythe.
"We've been doing really good lately.
In Gainesville we fi nished ninth ou t
of 37, only 40 seconds from firstplace."
Ahead of t he teams is the W inter
Training Trip to Natchitoches, La., in
January. All the members of the women's teams are expected to attend and
any extra seats will be offered to the
Varsity men's squad.
"It will be really intense," Vukovic
said. "For the novices, it will defin itely be the hardest thing they've ever
done in their lives."
The fall season and the w inter
training is all in preparation fo r the
spring races, which arc performed
head-on in shorter distances.
"(The training trip) is 10 days long,"
Schaad said. "We wake u p, row,
lunch, row, dinner, sleep. Then we
start over the next day."
The teams are confident their work
will pay off, already evidenced by
improved t imes.
T he spring season wiU push o ff
w ith the an n ual Racer Regatta in
Aurora April2.

The 2005 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

ClASSJFifDS RATES

Teach English In junior and senior high schools In Japan/
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain International experience
·•

r

Place your message in

Hello Kitty

Come see the largest selection
of Hello Kitty in the state!

The Murray State
News classifieds for

0

ReQtmemenls

• Havj! an excellent command or the EngliSh language
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 1 2005
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan lor one year

~ Beanie Babies ~ More!

~DJ.

Cmcrn@CANDLES

SALE

Wollt Tanmng Bros. •Attordable •convenient •Tan at home. Paymrnts from
S2'1/ month. Free color cato.~log.
www.np.ets1an.oom Call Today 1·80().
842-1305
f>olr BUilding~- ..24 l<40x8· 1 ~:nd slider.
I Willk door- $5,949.00 plu~ t<~x Jntf
freillhl ln~t.llhJ. Other size& .JVJiiable.
f inJnc1ng .wailahle. Tradon Build1ngs,
In<.;. 1·1100-987·2366

fOR RENT
Newly rt'OOvated one, two and thrt>e
bt'droom aputl11t'fll$. 5100 depu51t and
l'i11 month leaSt'. Please call Li"e Oak
Apartmt'nts 753-41~1 .
Profes~ronal office :.p;JCe tO! r•.'llt in
frankfort. Juo.t off US 127 nem 1·64.
Appmxlnl.ltl'ly 700 !>CJUMB k't't lln ~'l.·
ohd floor, prrvatt! bath, tf()5('t~. $600
IX'r month, includes watcr/~ewPr, PIPe·
irit, g~s C.1li 502·223·8_8~1.

South rlorrr.Jo~ Living: W;llcll Florid.! ~un·
ri<oe! and sunset~ from your bakony in
Venice. Ail O(".v furnrshings in I-IIlO
sqJt. 2 bcdroom/2 bath oceanfront
condo on the Gulf. Heated pool, large
screen TV. fully iumtshed, private park·
ing. Smoke frt..'C, 3 month mmimum,
available Dec.. 1st. Call270-498-359fl.

HELP WANTED
Want a $$Million career? l ooking for
goal-oriented students not afraid to
shoot for the moon, building your own
$Million a yNr business. Pottntial
unlimited. FREE company DVD. 270·
492-8625 or 293·0165 after 9 p.m.
New Pathways for Child rt'n HeiC
Wanted-Mmtal He3hh Counselor (fu I
Timel Counselor to work with ;a.buWd
and neglt'cttd teenage girls in a faithb~ agency. SuccesSful applicant
must possess ;a master's degree from an
accredited university in human St'rvice
field. State credential ~ preferred hut

not required. Applicant mu~t be able to
work in a ~rong Christian
fn\'ironmt'nt. Position rl'quires skills in
individual and group counseling, an
ability and willirtgne5$ to teach parent·
ing clasit>S and iridt'pendentliYing cur·
riculum and be available to wort.: some
evenin~. Salary will be commensurate
with eKperience and llcen~urt'. hcl'l·
lent benefits a~ available. for ap11lica·
lion packet visit our websrte at
www.npfc.net and click the employmt'nl link. or contact Unda Turner at
270.674·6061. New Pathway\ for Chil·
drt'n is an equal opportunity employer.
~

- -
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)01"1 THf SoliTHWO()OS WAV ANO H-'\l Till
lUI SUM-WI Of ,.OUR lifE! South\lloods ~

a to-ed residential children's camp in

the Adironcbck Mountains of New
Vorl.. Southwoods ~seeking ENTHUSI·
ASTIC, ENERGETIC and f UN· LOVING
individualli to make a positive impac t
on a child'~ life. Positions are ;a\'aildble
in the areas of: cabin speciali~b, athM·
ks, outdoor adventure, creati\le and
perfonning arts, water sports and much
mo~! Benefits of worl<ing at South·
wood• include salary, trartl, room,
board, laundry illld much mon·l For
l1lOI'e information and to complete 01n
applic;ation plea..e conl..lll us www.
southwooch.com 1-888-449-3157. We
~e MSU students! Come illld coolin·
Ut' the MSU legacy at Southwood:.. Join
some of your fellow cla~mato..• ~r
tin Son, Stephanie l;awrt"nce, Eric Wil·
'-On, Mary Woods, Andrew West,
Anmlda Felber, Simon Grout, Dathan
Shelton, Timothy Dudley, Rebtcca
Travis, TJ Garrett, Erin 8.1bb, Justin
Rouse, Uen Bowden, Bill Robi~on,
Ret'!lt' Torrence, Travis West, LtAnne
West, Kiley Newell, Rich LeVeque,
Todd Hoffman, Michelle l ovell, Ben
Amelt.
t\laskan Fishing Vessds arc in high
demand! S2500·S~OOO monthfy.
Transportation, hoard. food, laundry,
m<."<llcal & dental PfOvidcd. 10, 60. 90
d.1y l."'Oltrad~. wW\\'.arcticbarjohs.nct.
1620)728·1 bOO
G~t!,ll

11 "·

>v.ulable

The deadltne

tor applylllQ

•s Oett'lllher I

PER WORD!

?00~

'1!""' nforrnaiHHl and an applrtalton cnnlatl

'' ' '''·' !

fircfi!\hting $kills.

Le.1rn
p.1y, lx·ndits. Must rc·locit••. 17-

Tho· ( llfl\ul.ll• Ge11era1 ot Japan'" New Otledns
S•11'e /11'>0 b)~ LOV<tl~ Ave New Orle.lnS I A 1011.l
lrl .5041 529 l101 etl 14
w! J ( llflll wr1rle.1n' <1rt1 Th~ ~pphcatron can also be tmmd at www u~ emh 1.tJ).tn l,r; II'

Covenant
Tcams
check out our new 1.ar plan. Ask

$1KCeswll~

Fiu•fight(•r:

tr'' ., w·

• 111 1

404 MaillSt ~ Sq~~A~t ~ 753-7222 402 MoiltSt Co4dtSqWlltMwrotj 753-7222

FOR

•

Hcavy l~utpment ()pcr.1too nl'<.'dcd!
learn to operate bulldozers, backhO<'~,
t'xc.watoro; in 4 weeks! No <"Xpcricncc
needed! Good pay & benefits! 1-4166·
260-5836

f',JIIltl'r$,

CommerdJI. R••sJdPnllai.

Good p.1y, lx·ncOb. l'lt•.Jsc Coil Smith
!'.tinting. .li'0-841-1007

'>upt•rvlsor, Health lnformJII•m M.m
ag<"mmt: Owen~m Med1~01l licallh
System Is scek.inR a c.1ndid.tu.• (or a sec·
ond sh1it position A(soci.ltc DL"gri.'C
pn:fcm:-d, anatomy. physiology o~ncf
n~ical terminology rcquimd.
One
year oi previous experience in a hospi·
tal medical records se«ing with addi·
tlonal experience In chan an.llysis or
similar p05ition. ~uccessful canchdate
must havl' strong computer ~kills. Previous expmencc \\ith computerized
clt•fidency S}'Stem ;md <Ill f'IPr.trolll(
p.tllt•nt record. Rli!T pref•'tred. Apply
online dt www.(Jmh~.org, f.lx resume
to; 270-688·161 0, or ~·nd t•·~umr· to
OMIIS, Human Resources, 1111 E. Po~r·
ri~ Ave., Owrnshorn, KY 42301
17 CPM GuaraniL't."Ct! 34-% lpm start
wlraises ev<"J}' 2 mos. to reach 17 cpm.
Add 2¢ extra for eYCI)' mile wlmonthlr
bonus. Pa~--e includes bcOOits .... ~pre
saipllon discount. New FrelghdiOC'I's,
horn£" 4 d.l)' (.'\'(_'!)' 2 week~. M~ have J
~ Cla>;,-A &p. EOE 1-4177-452·5627
(Dt.·A Dri\lt!fs 1rnm Elll<thethtown/
LouJsvdlt• areas, 1yr. exp.• dt"<iit>ltl~l
region.1 l accts, hom~· wN'k(•nds, lwn~
nt~.

gt.lod mi l e~Jy: ~()-.775-0007.

Drfwr· $2, iOO Sign-on lxmus + h<Hllc
WN'kly! Start 36 cpm up In 44 t J.llll.
Comp;my di!\'Cf, 00 or le.1se purchase. A'k alxM our Ot I orientation.
Call today! www.hoydbros.com 8QO..
543·8923
Driver· Company Drivers "New pay
package• "$42.500+ )·our 1st year!!
't\wgnPd condos 'Grt:at Home tim,-..
Call 7 tl.l)5 a week· 877·f>B7-5b:l7,
jDC logisll<.~.

about our regional run~. Owner Oper.Jtors, experienced drivers, solos, ti'Jms
dnd graduate students. Call 1-888·
MORE-PAY (1-888-667·3729) l"qu,J!
0flPI!_rtunhy Empluyt:r.

Drher· Exp'd 1"/B dmers e.Hn lu·
41 ¢/rmle with bonus, plu~ l~'/'' l'l.1ss A
recfd. Prt.·Pass, ur.,,s. SlUt l'l"fl\ IH'f·
rome. [Ot Up to S.WOO Sl!{n-on !tonus.
C.1il ~ochl, "The t~kt• hom~ rn1"~'• hi'
home more c.Jtril'r .~ flOO ·fJ.l6-4'J 1j
wW\v.goroehi.c·om
Orrvcr- Now earn mote! lncwase 1n
pay package. Contractors & Cnmp.ln}
needed. fl.1lbed· Refngt..'rated· Tanker
OvCf-thc.roatl. Some regional. Com·
m<•rcral Olivet'~ Lrcenst• Tramlng. 1800·7i1-6311l. www.prlmeinr..com

Driver; Start dnvrng now with C~ST
Van F.xf'{'ditL~l. Cump.i111' ~pon,nrro
CDL·A training! sr,oo + tuition wun·
hufl.ement for reant gr.tdll.ltl's! ,\lill·~,
MIJnc•y, Honw llnw! Benl•fits lmrm>tli·
alt'ly! 800..5'i3·277H
Onvers. Company, Owner Ups Wo•
Offer Miles and Mon..vl H•ome tirre
beneOts: 4011<, health, dental, Vl>ion
a\·ailable COL-A. 23, 1 vr OTR 1·877·
6 13-638 5 e_xt.286
Driver>: Must be 0wiK'r Operators. No
tour.h freight. Up to $0.881S 1.00 m.!e
"lo iorced di:.patch. f lome wt.'t•kmds,
older trucb welcomed T& T Dcdoc.ucd
C.miers, Inc. loubvillt•, k."Y 1·800·> 11 ·
0082

Drivers. New pay pac ~.lgt• ~1.1rl . !2C·
;36cl mile dPpentling un bpt'llf'ntt•,
Miles, hometimc, benefits. 1 }'<'.II OTR,
good MVR and Cla,~·A CUI fNJUirl.!d.
TOTAL 800·942 ·21 04 toxtcnsrons .!f>l,
.238, 237.
DriverS· Teams, we've got miles! r:am
41 ¢1mile. :-lo I'.'YC, pay on dcli\'CI)' and
gutYameed hometimc US,.\ Truck 800.
237·4€>42

tntry level truck dnwr traln•:es ntK'fit~
rww. No C'Xperierl<(' n('(essary. r.un·

Reg1onal Runs A\dil.lhlc•' Home week·
lv. Midwesl· l'orthea~t- Southc<tst. Also
hu ing OTR Comp.u1y- o,, ncr Operator
~olo-leJrn~. C.1ll 1-1100 l"fi·DRIVE
www.tfldr j\·l'.l 0111

Run t lnw to horne! S.•llllnill'! Exrellt·nt milt•s! Hurnn Wl"'ki)'! New <'quip·
rnenl! Blw Cro~!J I:JIU(' ~h1eld! Dmt.1l~
40 Ik! F.Z Pass/Toll Cards! lt••.:Jrtl.mcl
Expr(w;.s l·ll00-441 ..11)51 WW\\ .hearllo~ndexpress.wm

..STAR TRAMPORP• Nt!t.'lls mt.'Xperienced dlil m. Home most weekends,
P(?(erbilt trucks. sh.lred tuition. Students
Sldrtrng 26¢ pm Food and lodg1ng provided. 1-80tl"'1~';.4h82

TRAVEL
••.111 Spring Bteak Wt'h,ite! l owest

prices guarantt"l'd. frt't' meal~ and free
drinks. Boo!. 11 pN>ple, get 12th trip
free! Group diswunh for 6+
WW\~ .Spring8re,1kl>i~counts.com
or
80().836-8202.
#1 Spring B~.U. Vat'.ltioi'K! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapuko. Baflama.., Florida &
Ccxt.a Rica. 110% Best Prices! Book now
illld get free partK.os & meakl Group cJis.
c~. Campus rq>S wanted! 1-80023~-7007 enc:ll~UI'1lfl1t'rtours.com.

EDUCATIONAL
F.uu Degree Onh rw frorn horne • Busr·
ness •r.ualeg.1i •(umputcrs. Jolt pi.KL'-

nwnt a«i~tJnn>. J"1nam i.tl aid if qualify
(866)!l'>B-21.ll www.tidcw.llcrtcc.honhne.com

MISC.
l)lvorce $195, tnrorpor;uion $195 Your
aii<.'!Tldtirt to l'.l.JX.'IlShC k"goll k~! 1·
BOCI-103·1170
or
t1C 1 lproservice®",lol c' 1111

762-4478

Rc:<~ch over 1 mllhon readers with one
call! Contact the dassHicd department
of thi~ newspapct or call KPS at 1-502·
223·8821 lor rnow Information about
placing a 25-word classified In 71
newspapers f~ on!}' S225. _ _

Alwntion Holll('Owner: Di$play homes
want~d for \linyl ~iding. windows,
root~. No paynwnl until April 2005.
[,1~)' Cn•dil l'rms. r,tym('nt~ starting at

r

$<ll) .1

month. 1·800-2.51·0843

$SCASII$S C.t~h now for structured
annuilics, and 1nsurance
payouts. (800)7!14·7310 JG Went·
worth... JG Wentworth means cash
now for struc IUrL-d SCUil'fllCnts
~dtlcrncnts,

Fam1l~· Ht.'alth Care 1\/pres<ription
plan! S&q.951mo: Best netWork, excel·
lent coverage. T'o limitations! Includes
d<!ntal, vision, prL... l.'.Xisting cond. OK!
CCIII: WCS 800·2118·'-l214 ext.2332
•s1.1rtup fr!CS •N:JUirrd

Frt't.' 4·room IJIRt:CTV Sy~tc•m includes
stand,ml in~t.ll l ~tinn. 3 months free
HBO & Cirwm,Jx! Arre~s to O\lcr 225
rh,Jnnl'ls! limitt.'d tim!"! offer, S&H,
rc~~lll2_ apply. J.RQ0-208-4617
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Vanessa
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Week 10
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November 12, 2004

Childers

Ryan
Grothe

Dan
Tepe

Sports Editor

Editor in Chief

Staff Writer

Staff W riter

Season Record:
(69-61)
Last Week:
(6-8)

Season Reconl:
(74-56)
Last Week:
(5-9)

Season Record:
(68-62)
l..ast Week:
(5-9)

Season Record:
(70-60)
Last Week:
(7-7)

'lhmpa Bay @ Atlanta

~

Pittsburgh ful Cleveland
I louston ~V Indianapolis

Detroit

~v

Jacksonville

Kansas City @ New Orleans
Baltimore @ NY. Jets

JI'S
0

Seattle a l ) St. Louis
Chicago
@) '1e tmcsscc
'•
Cincinnati (a) \Vashington

N.Y. Giants @ Arizona
Minnesota Cg) Green Bay
Carolina

(0 San Francisco

Bufi:tlo (c:V New England
Philadelphia @) Dallas

2003-2004
PACEMAKER

WINNER

The Murray State News

1990 - Pacemaker Winner
1994 - Pacemaker Finalist ·
1997- Pacema ker Finalist
1

was named one of the top nine student
newspapers in the Associated
Collegiate Press National College
Media Convention Nov. 6.
f

1998- Pacemaker Winner
1999 - Pacemaker Winner
2000 - Pacemaker Finalist
2001 - Pacemaker Finalist
2003 - Pacemaker Finalist
2004 - Pacemaker Winner

